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“We paint those tiny moments of being alive,” says one of the inspiring characters in the Beck Center

for the Arts’ production of “The Pitmen Painters”, written by Lee Hall and directed by Sarah May.

This show about a group of English coal miners turned famous by their art plays in the Studio Theater

now through July 7, 2013.

“This is a remarkable true story that reaffirms my belief that art can change lives,” remarked May. “I am
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thrilled to be working with an excellent cast that is

committed to honoring these hard-working blokes who

discovered their potential through the stroke of a

paintbrush."

Hall (who is also responsible for the acclaimed film and

musical versions of “Billy Elliot”) tells the tale of a group of

working class miners (known as the Ashington Group) who

take an art appreciation class at a community college,

resulting in a stunning body of work that made them famous through their depictions of everyday life

and work in the mines. The story challenges the audience to see that “art” isn’t about art, but that it’s

about asking questions. It also shows how “ordinary” blokes can do extraordinary things.

The Beck Center production takes place on one main set – scenic and lighting designer Trad A.

Burns places us in a large, wooden cabin-type room. The sparse set which only uses basic crates,

wall hooks, chairs, easels and a bookshelf is warm and interesting. The design has strong lines made

by the many wood planks and interest is added by five large, smartly incorporated projection screens

that border the upper cabin. Ian Hinz’s projections are a mix of still photos, video and titles, giving a

sense of where, when and feel of the time.

The male ensemble is strong and the gentlemen handle their characters and their accents with

respect and trueness. Christopher M. Bohan is inspirational as Oliver Kilbourn, one of the more

talented members of the group. His discovery of his own talent and about what art truly means to him

is a beautiful journey.

Dana Hart is strong and motivating as the enthusiastic catalyst of Armstrong College lecturer Robert

Lyon. He gives Lyon the charisma of a leader and the passion of a true artist and friend. Lyon’s

struggle is not as much about “art” as it is about how to respectfully market his “lower class” pupils to

an eager public.

Bob Goddard, Patrick Carroll, Brett Radke, and James Alexander Rankin fill out the rest of the

Ashington Group family, providing layers to the struggle of the working man. These fellows are

relatable – the stickler, the young wide-eyed pup, the guys next door.

Mary Alice Beck is notable as the rich divorcee, Helen Sutherland. Katie Nabors also appears as art

model Susan Parks.

Director Sarah May works the space and uses the sparse setting well. She’s directed the group so

that the individuals shine when necessary, and the ensemble plays as a well-oiled machine.

The play itself feels a bit long – running 2 hours and 20 minutes, the longer first act moves pretty

evenly, while the second (which is written more political than creative) crawls a bit.
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Overall, the production is one for lovers of all kinds of art – writing, performance, visual, life.

"Creatives" and art appreciators will find meaning in the conversation about how art is expressed

within oneself, and about the joy of finding one’s true talents. It also is a feel-good story that will leave

the audience cheering for the victorious underdog.

“The Pitmen Painters” runs now through July 7, 2013 in the Beck Center Studio Theatre in Lakewood,

OH. This production contains brief nudity. For tickets or more information, visit www.beckcenter.org,

or call 216-521-2540.
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